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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce an attribution method for explaining action recognition models. Such models fuse information from
multiple frames within a video, through score aggregation or relational
reasoning. We break down a model’s class score into the sum of contributions from each frame, fairly. Our method adapts an axiomatic solution to
fair reward distribution in cooperative games, known as the Shapley value,
for elements in a variable-length sequence, which we call the Element
Shapley Value (ESV). Critically, we propose a tractable approximation
of ESV that scales linearly with the number of frames in the sequence.
We employ ESV to explain two action recognition models (TRN and
TSN) on the fine-grained dataset Something-Something. We offer detailed
analysis of supporting/distracting frames, and the relationships of ESVs to
the frame’s position, class prediction, and sequence length. We compare
ESV to naive baselines and two commonly used feature attribution
methods: Grad-CAM and Integrated-Gradients.
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Introduction

Progress in Action Recognition has seen remarkable gains in recent years thanks
to architectural advances [1–7] and large-scale datasets [8–13]. The task of action
recognition is to classify the action depicted in a video, from a sequence of frames.
We address a question previously unexplored in action recognition: given a video
and a trained model, how much did each frame contribute to the model’s output?
Determining the contribution of each frame is similar to feature attribution,
which assigns a value to each input feature, representing its weight to a scalar
output in the model’s response. Note that this is distinct from feature selection
which computes the value of the feature globally across a dataset, and not for
a specific example. Previous works in feature attribution [14–18] have taken
inspiration from cooperative game theory The Shapley value [19] was proposed
as an axiomatic solution to fairly distributing a reward amongst the players in a
cooperative game based on each player’s contribution. We offer the first attempt
to integrate the Shapley axioms of fairness for video understanding—hence our
paper’s title ‘Play Fair’.
In contrast to general feature attribution, and similar approaches applied to
images [20–25], our focus is on attributing elements (frames) in a time-varying
sequence (video). We depict our approach, Element Shapley Value (ESV), in
Fig. 1. ESV assigns an attribution to each frame representing its contribution to
the model output. This attribution is computed from the change in the model
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Fig. 1. We assign φci , the Element Shapley Value, to each frame i in a video fairly,
given a model f and a specific class c. We calculate differences in the class score for
subsequences with and without the specified frame—e.g. (1,2,4) vs (1,4), and combine
these for all subsequences (tiled boxes) to produce the element’s attribution (e.g. for
frame 2). Class-specific φci are shown for two classes (right), the ground-truth class (in
blue) and another class (in orange), highlighting positive/negative frame attributions.

output as the frame is added to different subsequences of the input video. We
compute class-specific attributions (Fig. 1 right). Additionally, as attributions
produced by ESV can be combined, we introduce class-contrastive attributions
to determine which frames contribute more to one class than another.
Our contributions can be summarised as follows:
1. We introduce Element Shapley Value (ESV) to determine the contribution
of each element in a variable-length sequence to a model’s output1 .
2. We propose and evaluate a tractable approximation to computing ESVs that
linearly scales with the number of elements in the sequence.
3. We calculate class-specific and class-contrastive ESVs for two action recognition models on the fine-grained dataset Something-Something.
4. We demonstrate that some frames have a negative impact on the model’s
output. This deviates from the common misconception that utilising all
frames in a sequence always improves performance.
We next explain our approach to determining the contribution of each element
in a sequence to a model’s response, which we term element attribution. Related
work is deferred until the end of the paper, to offer the best insight into how our
work relates to feature attribution and approaches in video explanation.

2

Element Attribution in Sequences

In this section, we introduce the Shapley value as an axiomatic solution to attribution. We discuss the limitations of feature attribution methods, showcasing how
these can be overcome when attributing elements in sequences. We then introduce
our approach to tractably computing ESVs for variable-length sequences.
2.1 Element Attribution and the Shapley Value
To answer our motivational question, how much did each frame contribute to
the model’s output?, we introduce element attribution as the task of determining
1

We focus on individual frames, but our approach naturally extends to determining
attributions of video clips fed to a 3D CNN (e.g. [26]). As these models average clip
scores, ESV can explain how much did each clip contribute to the model’s output.
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the contribution φi of an element xi in a sequence X = (xi )ni=1 to the output
of the model f (X). For a classification model, where the output is a vector of
class scores f (X) ∈ RC , we obtain the contribution φci for each element xi to the
score fc (X) of any class c.
Element attribution can be viewed as special case of grouped-feature attribution, where an element is represented by a group of features and elements are
ordered by their observation time. Of the previously-proposed feature attribution
methods, additive ones [16] have a desirable trait where the sum of attributions
equals the model output, up to a constant additive bias bc specific to f :
X
φci .
(1)
fc (X) = bc +
xi ∈X

Dividing the model’s output should be done fairly, reflecting the element’s
actual contribution to the model’s output. A natural way of measuring the
contribution of an element xi , is to consider the change in the model’s response
when it is added2 to a subsequence X ′ ⊂ X, where X ′ does not contain xi :
∆ci (X ′ ) = fc (X ′ ∪ {xi }) − fc (X ′ ),

(2)

this is known as the marginal contribution of xi on X ′ . Note when ∆ci (X ′ )
is positive, the addition of xi increases the response of the model for class c
and when negative, decreases it. However, ∆ci (X ′ ) will differ depending on the
subsequence X ′ . As such, it is necessary to consider the marginal contribution of
xi on all subsequences it can join to calculate element attributions. This has the
benefit of capturing the effects of resampling the sequence at all possible rates.
Lloyd Shapley (1953) defined a set of axioms that φci should satisfy if it is to
be considered fair [19] (later refined by Young [27] in 1985), we explain these in
the context of element attribution:
A1: Efficiency. The sum of element attributions should equal the output of the
model on the input X, minus the output of the model on the empty sequence ∅:
X
φci = fc (X) − fc (∅).
(3)
xi ∈X

We call this difference, fc′ (X) = fc (X) − fc (∅), the evidential score of X w.r.t to
class c, as it is the difference in class score when X is observed over observing
nothing. We use the empirical class distribution of the training set as fc (∅).
A2: Symmetry. Any pair of elements xi and xj should be assigned equal
contributions, φci = φcj , if fc (X ′ ∪ {xi }) = fc (X ′ ∪ {xj }) for all X ′ ⊆ X \ {xi , xj }.
A3: Monotonicty. For any pair of classes c1 , c2 , if ∆ci 1 (X ′ ) ≥ ∆ci 2 (X ′ ) for all
subsequences X ′ ⊆ X \ {xi } then φci 1 ≥ φci 2 .
There is a unique formulation of φci satisfying the above axioms, known as
the Shapley value, which consequently assigns attributions fairly. The Shapley
2

We adapt set notation to sequences using subset (⊂) and union (∪) operations to
form new subsequences. Elements preserve the same ordering as in the full sequence.
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value [19] was originally proposed as a solution to the problem of fairly distributing
a reward amongst players in a cooperative game. A cooperative game is one where
a group of players known as a coalition collaborate to earn some reward. Players
are treated as sets, as opposed to sequences. By analogy, each element in the
sequence acts as a player and subsequences act as ordered coalitions. Accordingly,
we refer to our element attribution method, that satisfies the Shapley axioms, as
the Element Shapley Value (ESV). This is the weighted average of the marginal
contributions of xi to all subsequences X ′ ⊆ X \ {xi } it can join:
φci =

X

w(X ′ )∆ci (X ′ )

w(X ′ ) =

X ′ ⊆X\{xi }

(|X| − |X ′ | − 1)!|X ′ |!
.
|X|!

(4)

where w(X ′ ) can be interpreted as the probability of drawing a subsequence X ′
from X \ {xi }, considering each way of forming X by adding an element at a
time starting from ∅, going via X ′ and X ′ ∪ {xi }, as equally likely. Consequently,
φci can be rewritten as the expectation over a random variable X ′ with sample
space 2X\{xi } and probability mass function w(X ′ ) (proof in Appendix B.1):
φci = E′ [∆ci (X ′ )] ,
X

(5)

which can be reformulated again in terms of the expected model response on the
sequences before and after xi is added to X ′ :
φci = E′ [fc (X ′ ∪ {xi })] − E′ [fc (X ′ )] .
X

X

(6)

This is an easier form to compute, as we don’t have to measure the marginal
contributions of each element on each subsequence, but instead measure the
expected model score on subsequences containing xi and those not containing xi .
We take one final step towards the form that we will actually use to compute
element attributions, expanding Eq. (6) via the law of total expectation to


φci = E E′ [fc (X ′ ∪ {xi })] − E′ [fc (X ′ )] ,
(7)
s

X |s

X |s

where the subsequence length s ranges from 0 to |X| − 1 with equal probability,
and the random variable X ′ conditioned on s takes on values from {X ′ ⊆ X \{xi } :
|X ′ | = s} with equal probability (proof in Appendix B.1). This allows us to
compute φci by first considering the expected marginal contributions at each
scale s and then combining these across scales.
2.2

Element Attribution in Variable-Length Sequences

As shown in Eq. (4), computing element attributions requires evaluating the
model on different subsequences. We first consider approaches used to evaluate a
model on feature subsets, then the options we have in element attribution.
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Feature Ablation. Evaluating a model on feature subsets is challenging as
models rarely support the notion of a ‘missing feature’. Two approaches exist:
re-training the model on all combinations of features [28] or substituting missing
features with those from a reference [14, 16, 22, 24, 25, 29, 30], but both approaches
have limitations. Retraining is computationally infeasible for more than a handful
of features, and the choice of reference in feature substitution has a significant
impact on the resulting attribution values [18, 31].
Element Ablation. Training an exponential number of models for each subsequence is infeasible for large models and thus ruled out. We could substitute
frames by a reference, e.g. the mean element from the training set, or the nearest
element still present, amongst other reasonable alternatives. However, similar to
feature substitution [31], the choice of reference will have a large impact on the
resulting attribution values. Feeding sequences that are out-of-distribution (such
as one created by duplicating frames) to an action recognition model can result
in uncharacteristic model responses [32]. We instead propose a more attractive
option: utilising models that support variable-length input sequences.
Supporting Variable Length Inputs. When the model to be explained does
not support variable-length inputs, we take inspiration from multi-scale models
(e.g. TRN [1]) to build a model f ms capable of operating over variable-length
sequences. Let f s (X) be a fixed-scale model which takes a sequence of length s
max
as input. We construct a set of models operating at different scales {f s }ns=1
, up
to a maximum subsequence length nmax . We then combine these, such that each
scale contributes equally to the overall output:


s
′
ms
(8)
f (X) = E E′ [f (X )] ,
s

X |s

where s is a random variable over subsequence lengths {1 .. min(|X|, nmax )}, all
equally likely, and X ′ is a random variable over subsequences of size s. This
has similarities to the retraining approach [28], however we can leverage the
homogeneity of our input to reduce the number of models from O(2|X| ) (one
for each possible subsequence) to O(nmax ). Another contrast is that the same
models are used in inference and element attribution, unlike the work in [28].
2.3

Tractable Approach to Element Shapley Values

We have now defined the Element Shapley Value (ESV), as well as how these
can be calculated using models supporting variable-length inputs. We next show
how we can tractability compute the ESVs for all elements in a variable-length
sequence in parallel culminating in Algorithm 1.
Bottom-up Computation. We compute the model’s output for each subsequence once by deriving a recurrence relation between f ms (X ′ ) and f ms (X),
where X ′ ⊂ X, |X| = n, and |X ′ | = n − 1 (proof in Appendix B.2),

1

n=1
f (X)

ms
1
n
ms
′
(9)
f (X) = n f (X) + (n − 1) EX ′ |s=n−1 [f (X )] n ≤ nmax


EX ′ |s=n−1 [f ms (X ′ )] ,
n > nmax
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To compute f ms (X), we start with subsequences of one element, moving up one
scale at a time by combining results according to Eq. (9), obtaining f ms (X ′ ) for
all X ′ ⊆ X in the process. To compute ESVs simultaneously, we compute the
expected model scores on subsequences with/without each element at each scale.
We then combine these to obtain all elements’ ESVs as in Eq. (7).
Sampling Subsequences. The bottom-up computation improves the efficiency,
but doesn’t deal with the exponential number of subsequences. We apply a
sampling approximation to the expectations over subsequences in the definition of
f ms (Eq. (9)) and the ESV (Eq. (7)). This is similar to the Monte-Carlo approach
used in prior applications of the Shapley value [14,15] but is more sample efficient.
Our sampling approach aims to maximise the number of subsequence relationships
across scales to best approximate f ms . Given a sample of subsequences X s at
scale s, we grow subsequences by one element to obtain subsequences at the next
scale, We then form a pool of all possible candidate subsequences of length s + 1:
[
{Xjs ∪ {x} : x ∈ X \ Xjs } ,
(10)
C s+1 =
Xjs ∈X s

from which we sample at most m subsequences to construct X s+1 . We start our
sampling approach with all single element subsequences: X 1 = {(xi )}ni=1 .
Tying it All Together. Combining the above techniques, we present our
approach in Algorithm 1 for computing ESVs.
When the number of sampled

subsequences, m, is chosen to be maxk |X|
,
it
computes
the exact ESVs φci for
k
ms
f (X). When m is less than this, the algorithm computes the approximate ESVs
φ̂ci . We repeat the inner loop that computes the marginal contributions across all
scales a number of iterations to improve the accuracy of the approximation.
Additional Definitions. Elements whose φci > 0 are termed supporting elements for class c, otherwise, if φci ≤ 0, they are termed distracting elements.
A common question when diagnosing a model is to understand why it classified
a sequence incorrectly. We utilise the linear property of ESVs to compute a
class-contrastive ESV δi . This is the ESV for the class-contrastive (cc) model
fcc (X) = fgt (X) − fpt (X), where gt is the ground-truth class and pt is the
incorrectly predicted class. The class-constrastive ESV can thus be computed
pt
= φgt
as: δi = φgt−pt
i
i − φi . When δi > 0, the element contributes more to the
ground-truth class than the predicted class.
Limitations. We foresee two limitations to our current implementation of ESVs:
(i) when the model’s output for a given class is too small ǫ, frame-level ESVs are
uninformative; (ii) when frame-level features are similar for multiple frames in
the input sequence, our implementation calculates ESV for each independently,
and does not benefit from feature similarities.

3

Experiments

We have now explained how ESVs can be computed in a tractable manner for
all elements in a variable-length sequence. While our approach is applicable
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Algorithm 1 Element Shapley Value (ESV) computation using f ms
n×D
max
Input: A sequence X = (xi )n
, Single-scale models {f s : Rs×D → RC }n
i=1 : R
s=1
comprising f ms , and a class c to explain.
Output: Element Shapley Values φci for all xi ∈ X
Intermediates:
Xjs : A subsequence of X of length s.
Sis , S̄is : Sum of scores over sequences that contain/don’t contain element xi at scale s.
Nis , N̄is : Number of sequences that contain/don’t contain element xi at scale s.
Fjs : Results of fcms on the subsequence Xjs .
1: S̄i0 ← fc (∅), N̄i0 ← 1, X 0 ← {{}}
2: for iteration from 0 to max iterations do
3:
for scale s from 1 to n do
4:
C s : Form extended subsequence candidate pool according to Eq. (10).
5:
X s ←P
Randomly select min(m, |C s |) subsequences from C s .
6:
Zj ← k ✶[Xks−1 ⊂ Xjs ]
7:
if s = 1 then
8:
Fj1 ← fc1 (Xjs )
9:
else if s ≤ nmax then

P
10:
Fjs ← 1s fcs (Xjs ) + (s − 1) Z1j k ✶[Xks−1 ⊂ Xjs ]Fks−1
11:
else
P
s−1
1
⊂ Xjs ]Fks−1
Fjs ← s−1
12:
k ✶[Xk
s Zj
P
P
13:
Sis ← Sis + j ✶[xi ∈ Xjs ]Fjs , S̄is ← S̄is + j ✶[xi 6∈ Xjs ]Fjs
P
P
s
s
s
s
s
14:
Ni ← Ni + j ✶[xi ∈ Xj ], N̄i ← N̄i + j ✶[xi 6∈ Xjs ]
P|X| s
s−1
s
1
15: φci ← |X|
/N̄is−1
s=1 Si /Ni − S̄i

to sequences of any type of data, in this paper we focus on frames in video
sequences. We compare ESV against baselines and two other commonly used
feature attribution methods in a frame ablation experiment. We show that the
choice of attribution method can have a big impact on the frames’ attribution
values. We then analyse exact ESVs across a range of facets demonstrating how
they can be used to understand models’ behaviour. Finally, we evaluate our
proposed approximation showing that we can scale up our method to compute
ESVs for all frames in variable-length videos.
Experimental Setup. Our experiments are conducted on the validation set of
the large-scale Something-Something v2 dataset [10], frequently used to probe
video models [1,29,33] due to its fine-grained nature, large number of classes (174),
and the temporal characteristics of most of its classes e.g. “Pulling [...] from
behind of [...]”. Unless otherwise stated, φci is calculated for the ground-truth
class of the example video. We implement f ms using single hidden-layer MLPs
atop of extracted features with nmax = 8.
ESV is best applied to models where frame level features are extracted and
combined through a temporal module. In this case, only the temporal module is
evaluated to compute the ESVs. We primarily explain one commonly used action
recognition model: Temporal Relational Network (TRN) [1]. However, we also use
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ESV

ESV

Fig. 2. Element attributions for two example sequences comparing our method (ESV)
+
to Integrated Gradients (IG), and Grad-CAM (GC). -

ESVs to explain Temporal Segment Network (TSN) [34], and provide open-source
code for explaining other models3 . Further implementation and training details
can be found in Appendix C in addition to how we compute ESVs for TSN.
3.1

Analysing Element Shapley Values

Our analysis is provided by answering questions that give new insights into how
individual frames contribute to the model’s output.
How do ESVs differ from other attribution methods? We compare ESV
against Integrated Gradients (IG) [17] and Grad-CAM4 (GC) [20]. These methods produce attributions for each feature, so to obtain element attributions, we
marginalise the spatial and channel dimensions by averaging. We chose GC as the
most-commonly used approach in explaining networks for video-understanding
(e.g. [35–38]) and IG as an axiomatic approach based on Aumann-Shapley values [39], an extension of the Shapley value to infinite player games. IG computes
the integral of gradients along a path from a reference to the input being explained (we use the mean frame feature as our reference). We use the public
implementation of these approaches from Captum [40].
We first present a qualitative comparison on two sequences in Fig. 2 demonstrating disagreement amongst the methods in their element attributions. The
top example (“Closing [...]”) shows that our method (ESV) highlights the first
frame showing the open cupboard as well as the frame where the cupboard door
has just been closed as the most important. Both IG and GC only highlight the
first frame, missing the action completion, with GC considering the completion
as marginally distracting. In the bottom example, ESV assigns the first three
frames negative attributions, with positive attributions restricted to frames after
the hand appears. ESV considers the frame with the visibly spinning key as most
important while IG and SG highlight the last frame instead.
We compute the Pearson correlation between the attribution values produced
by each pair of methods on the validation set. For ESV×IG, ESV×GC and
3
4

https://github.com/willprice/play-fair/
We remove the ReLU from the formulation to produce signed attributions.
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(a)

(b)
ESV

9

(c)
ESV

ESV

ESV

Fig. 3. TRN class score and accuracy after iteratively discarding frames in order of
their attribution rank (ascending N vs descending H). We compare our method (ESV) to
baselines (a,b) and two alternate attribution methods (c): GradCam (GC) and Integrated
Gradients (IG). We keep figures (b) and (c) separate for readability. Removing frames
with the highest ESV first causes the quickest degradation, whilst removing frames
with the lowest ESV improves performance by avoiding distractor frames.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) The percentage of supporting frames for correctly/incorrectly classified
examples, comparing TSN to TRN. (b) % of examples where the frame is the most
supporting/distracting show that TSN/TRN make use of frames in different positions.

IG×GC we get 0.60, 0.56 and 0.81 respectively for TRN compared to 0.85, 0.89
and 0.82 for TSN. We note that agreement differs per model. IG is more similar
to GC when analysing TRN, but more similar to ESV when analysing TSN
model attributions. Critically, we believe our fairness axioms and avoidance
of out-of-distribution inputs make ESV a more founded technique for element
attribution as we will demonstrate next.
How does performance change when we discard frames according to
their attributions? For TRN, we iteratively discard frames from the input
sequence in descending/ascending order of their attributions. We compare this
approach to four baselines: discarding frames from the center frame outwards,
from the edges of the sequence inwards, uniformly, and randomly. Figures 3a
and 3b report results of this investigation on the full validation set uniformly
sampling 8 frames from each video. Whilst a boost in performance is expected
when removing frames with the lowest attribution value, since this approach has
privileged knowledge of the ground-truth class, these figures show that (i) on
average, 4 frames in an 8-frame sequence negatively influence the class score,
and (ii) it is possible to maintain the model’s accuracy whilst discarding the
majority (6/8) of the frames.
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Fig. 5. Comparing the percentage of videos where φci > φcj for TRN. This shows that,
across the dataset, some frames are on average more informative than others, and for
certain classes this can be quite different to the overall trend.

We perform the same test, discarding frames by attribution rank for ESV,
IG and GC in Fig. 3c. When discarding 4 frames by their decreasing rank, the
model’s accuracy increases by 20% for ESV compared to 8% for GC and 7% for IG.
These results demonsrate that ESV’s attribution values are more representative
of how the model values frames compared to the other attribution methods.
What can we learn from supporting and distracting frames? We analyse
the proportion of supporting frames across correctly and incorrectly classified
examples in Fig. 4a, comparing TRN to TSN. Correctly classified examples are
more likely to have a larger proportion of supporting frames, however a number of
correctly classified videos contain distracting frames. There are more supporting
frames for TRN compared to TSN for correctly classified examples.
Is there a correlation between a frame’s position in the sequence and
its ESV? We consider the proportion of videos where each frame, by its position
in the sequence, is the most helpful or harmful in Fig. 4b. The first/last frames
are often the most impactful for TRN, as the model learns temporal relationships.
We further analyse TRN, reporting the percentage of videos for which φci > φcj
for all combinations of frame positions i and j across the validation set as well
as per-class. Fig. 5 shows that (i) frames residing in the middle of the sequence
have higher attributions on average than those at the edges; (ii) class trends can
deviate from this distinctly. The later frames for the class “Plugging [...] into [...]”
are most important, as these are the ones that discriminate it from the similar
action “Plugging [...] into [...] but pulling it right out”; (iii) Early frames from
“Moving [...] and [...] away from each other” contribute most, as the objects move
further from one another as the video progresses.
How do subsequences of various lengths contribute to the ESV? Since
ESV is the average of the marginal contributions of subsequences at each scale, we
analyse the per-scale average marginal contributions to probe the contribution of
subsequences of a certain length s (Fig. 6a). The average marginal contributions
steadily decreases as longer subsequences are considered, indicating that the
majority of the frame’s attribution is already extracted from shorter subsequences.
We then consider whether there is a relationship between the number of frames fed
to the model and the proportion of supporting frames in Fig. 6b. The longer the
subsequence, the more likely it is some frames become redundant and potentially

(a)

75%
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-1
1
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Frame shift
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# Frames input to model

0.0

(c)

0.1

0.2

Change in Shapley Value
(Contribution normalised)

Fig. 6. TRN: (a) Box-plot of marginal contributions at each scale. (b) Increasing the
number of frames fed to the model decreases the percentage of supporting frames.
(c) Change in ESV when compared to neighbouring frames.

distracting. This is an interesting finding—it showcases that utilising all frames
in the sequence could harm model performance in the presence of distracting
frames.
Are ESVs temporally smooth? We modify 16-frame sequences by replacing
one frame in the uniformly sampled sequence with the frame 1, 2, or 3 places to
the left/right. We compute the normalised difference in ESV5 for the original and
replaced frame. We plot the distribution of changes in Fig. 6c. The figure shows
a general trend of temporal smoothness, symmetric for both left/right shifts; the
further the shift in either direction, the greater the change in ESV.
What about class-contrastive ESVs? Up to this point we have focused on
ESVs for one class, the ground truth class of a video. We present qualitative
examples of class-contrastive ESVs in Fig. 7. These show which frames contribute
more to the ground-truth class than the predicted class. In the top sequence, the
first frames confuse the model contributing more to “Pulling [...] from left to right”.
Frames when the battery is rolling contribute highly to the ground truth class.
The second sequence shows that plugging the cable into the laptop contributes
to both the predicted and ground truth class, but there is insufficient support
from the frame where the cable is unplugged to make the correct classification.
3.2

ESV Approximation Evaluation

We now evaluate our ability to approximate Shapley values through our tractable
approach proposed in Section 2.3. We first compare approximate to exact ESVs
on 16 frame sequences (longer sequences limited by GPU memory). We then scale
up our analysis to compute ESVs for all frames in variable-length videos and
show approximate ESVs are consistent with those computed exactly for shorter
sequences.
In Algorithm 1, we sample m subsequences per scale every iteration. We compare the approximate ESV φ̂ci produced by subsequence sampling against exact
ESV φci , to assess the error introduced by approximation. For this assessment, we
5

As the contributions vary between sequences, we first normalise the
so that
P ESVs
the mass of contributions sum to one before comparing them, i.e.
|φci | = 1.
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Fig. 7. Class-contrastive ESVs comparing the ground truth class (gt) to the predicted
+
class (pt). -

Scale sample size m
% of total subsequences/iteration

32

64 128 256 512 1024

0.68 1.32 2.56 4.71 9.01 16.19

Fig. 8. Comparing approximate vs. exact ESVs for 16-frame videos, as we vary m, the
maximum number of subsequences at each scale, (y-axis) and the number of iterations (xaxis). For relative error, lower is better, and for LAD regression slope and Pearson
correlation, closer to one is better. The table shows % of subsequences sampled per
iteration as m varies.

randomly sample 1,000 videos where fc′ (X) ≥ 0.05 so the ESVs aren’t so small
as to compromise the approximation evaluation. We then uniformly sample 16
frames from each video. We consider three evaluation metrics to assess the effect
of sampling:
1. Relative error, we compute the normalised error between
P c approximate and
1
exact ESVs per element |(φ̂ci −φci )|/A where A = |X|
j |φj | is the video-level
mean of the unsigned ESVs.
2. Bias, we fit a Least Absolute Deviance (LAD) regression between φci and φ̂ci .
A regression slope < 1 shows an over-estimate.
3. Correlation, we compute Pearson’s r between the approximate and exact
ESVs computed for each video.
These metrics are computed per video and averaged across all videos. We present
the results in Fig. 8 and demonstrate the efficiency of the sampling by reporting
the percentage of subsequences sampled per iteration, for various m values in
the table underneath. For instance, at m = 256 over 4 iterations, we would
have considered less than 19% of all subsequences, but would achieve r = 0.99
and no bias in the approximation. Increasing the sample size m and/or number
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Fig. 9. ESVs for all frames computed using our approximation method (we plot the mean
ESVs over 10 runs of our algorithm and shade µ±σ, m = 1024 with 4 iterations). We also
plot the approximate and exact ESVs for 16 uniformly sampled frames demonstrating
these are representative of the ESVs for longer sequences.

of iterations improves all metrics. Similar to Fig. 1, in Fig. 9 we plot ESVs
computed for all 49 frames in a video. Without approximation we would require
1014 evaluations of f ms , but with our approximation requires only 49k evaluations.

4

Related Work

Feature Attribution. These techniques can be categorised into backprop [17,
20, 23, 23, 35, 41–44] or perturbation based [16, 22, 24, 43, 45] methods. Backprop
methods either use standard or modified backpropagation rules to work out a
feature’s contribution to an output neuron. These are more attractive computationally, as they don’t require multiple model evaluations, but often don’t satisfy
expected principles of an attribution method such as implementation invariance,
sensitivity to the input or the model parameters [17, 46]. Grad-CAM [20] is most
popular, but a variety of others exist [21, 23, 35, 42–44].
In contrast, perturbation-based methods evaluate the model on perturbed
inputs. Occlusion [43] was first utilised, sliding an occluding patch over the image
and evaluating the change in the model’s output. S̆trumbelj and Kononenko [14]
proposed the use of Shapley values as a model explanation, initially retraining a
model on every possible subset of features, but later [15] using feature substitution.
SHAP [16] unified various attribution methods [23, 25, 44] by showing how each
could compute or approximate Shapley values under certain assumptions (e.g.
feature independence, model linearity).
Recent hybrid approaches combine perturbation with backprop [17, 22, 24].
Integrated gradients (IG) [17] uses Aumann-Shapley values [39] to compute feature
attributions for differentiable models, however the method requires a reference
and evaluates the model on out-of-distribution examples generated by linearly
interpolating between the input and the reference. Meaningful perturbations [24]
learn a mask to retain the most important pixels in an input image to a class
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neuron. They add regularisers to encourage sparsity and contiguous region
formation. Extremal perturbations [22] address some of the shortcomings of [24]
such as the non-uniqueness of masks. Both works [22, 24] produce binary masks,
rather than pixel attributions.
Explaining Video Models. Most works [29, 35–38, 41] in attribution for video
understanding use backprop methods originally designed for images, such as
Grad-CAM [20] or EBP [21]. A few recent works propose video-specific attribution
methods. EBP-RNN [41] extends EBP [21] to CNN+RNN to explain video models.
Saliency tubes [47] use a Grad-CAM like formulation to provide spatio-temporal
attributions of the last convolutional layer. They extend the approach in [48] by
backpropagating gradients to different depths in the network. Mänttäri et al. [29]
apply meaningful perturbations [24] to learn a temporal mask over the input. To
keep the number of input frames fixed, they replace missing frames by duplication.
Li et al. [30] learn a spatio-temporal mask via extremal perturbations [22]. They
replace missing voxels with a reference of a blurred voxel, analysing R(2+1)D [49]
and a CNN+LSTM model.
In contrast to these works, we offer the first perturbation method for video
explanation that is based on the Shapley axioms of fairness. Our method obeys
principled criteria (Section 2.1) and does not feed models with out-of-distribution
examples as in [17, 22, 24].
Alternate efforts in explaining video models take a network-centric approach.
Feichtenhofer et al. [50] use activation maximisation [42] to explain a variety of
two-stream architectures [34, 51, 52], synthesizing inputs that maximally activate
a chosen class neuron. Huang et al. [32] explain the temporal signal in video by
training a temporal generative model to produce within-distribution videos of
shorter or re-ordered frames. They explain C3D [53] on a fixed-length sequence,
analysing the model’s performance drop. These approaches offer a complimentary
viewpoint to model explanations, and do not attempt frame attributions.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the notion of element attribution for determining
the contribution of each frame to the output of an action recognition model. We
adopted the Shapley axioms as a way of determining these contributions in a
fair and principled manner in our proposed Element Shapley Value (ESV). We
side-step the issues present in feature-attribution by reformulating the Shapley
value and utilise multi-scale models to determine the marginal contributions of
frames without having to substitute them. We used ESV to analyse frame-based
action recognition models on the Something-something dataset, showing insights
into how trained models make classification decisions.
Acknowledgement. Research supported by EPSRC UMPIRE (EP/T004991/1)
and EPSRC Doctoral Training Partnershipts (DTP).
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